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Introduction
Difficulties in the measurement and control of soil suction in laboratory-and field-based experiments has led to the development of a number of techniques such as filter paper, psychrometer, thermal conductivity sensors, axis translation, pressure plate and tensiometers. Among these techniques, only the tensiometer is capable of directly measuring soil suction under normal atmospheric conditions. Standard tensiometers typically comprise a porous ceramic filter attached to a water-filled tube connected to a pressure measurement system. Up until the early 1990s, ceramic filters of −1 bar air-entry value (AEV) were used for the fabrication of tensiometers, hence limiting their suction measurements to values up to 100 kPa (Stannard, 1992) . To enhance the range of suction measurements further, considerable efforts were made by Ridley and Burland (1993) at Imperial College for the development of a high-capacity tensiometer (HCT) capable of measuring suctions of up to 1·5 MPa. The HCT shares a similar structure with the standard tensiometer and is composed of a pressure measurement device, a water reservoir and a high-AEV porous disc as the interface between the soil and the pressure measurement device. The main drawback of these transducers is the so-called cavitation at suctions lower than the AEV of their ceramic disc. HCTs have recently received significant interest in laboratory measurements of soil suction mainly due to their fast response time, accurate measurements and ease of transport and installation in geotechnical apparatuses (Lourenço et al., 2012) . Furthermore, the modified version of HCTs have been successfully utilised in field measurements of low suctions (Mendes et al., 2008; Ridley and Burland, 1996; Ridley et al., 2003; Tarantino et al., 2016; Toll et al., 2011) . The properties of some of the most notable HCTs, reported in the literature, are summarised in Table 1 . Some of these developed HCTs have been reported to show suction measurement capacities of up to about 2 MPa. However, they have not been capable of continuously measuring high suctions (>1 MPa) in the long term. Cunningham et al. (2003) reported the measurement of 850 kPa suction for 8 d without cavitation occurring in the HCTs. The measurement of a suction value of 320 kPa was also reported by Mancuso and Papa (2014) for a time period of about 10 d. In essence, the lack of long-term proficiency of HCTs hinders their application for field monitoring or laboratory investigations where the continuous measurement of pore water pressure (u w ) variations is crucial. This paper presents the experimental procedures developed for the fabrication, saturation and calibration of a newly designed HCT. The novel techniques employed for improving the performance of the HCT in terms of maximum attainable suction (s max ) and maximum suction measurement duration (t max ) under high negative water pressures are explained in detail. In addition, the functionality of the improved HCT is examined based on a series of experiments performed on unsaturated clay specimens.
Cavitation in HCTs
In tensiometers, and in a very general definition, the fact that undissolved gas nuclei often appear in the corners of the water reservoir is called cavitation. The undissolved gas nuclei are typically found in the forms of entrapped air and water vapour in the crevices at the boundary between the liquid and the solid wall of the water reservoir or between the liquid and small particles suspended in the liquid. When a tensiometer is placed in contact with an unsaturated soil, the water pressure inside the reservoir is dropped progressively, resulting in the entrapped gas bubbles being pulled out from the crevice and forming a free cavity. Air diffusion into the cavity will also cause the volume expansion of the trapped gas and can result in the formation of free cavities (Marinho et al., 2008) . Another mechanism for cavitation can be the air diffusion from the air-saturated water in the soil to the deaired water in the porous disc and the water reservoir of the tensiometer . Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that in HCTs, cavitation can occur in both the porous ceramic and the water reservoir. However, it is not yet clear which cavitation mechanism is predominant and whether the cavitation initiates in the porous ceramic or water reservoir. Ridley et al. (2003) stated that if a tensiometer cavitates at a suction close to the AEV of its ceramic filter, the cavitation mechanism can be explained by air breaking into the ceramic filter from the atmosphere. On the other hand, cavitation occurrence at suctions below the AEV of the ceramic disc can be attributed to the release of trapped gas bubbles from the small crevices on the walls of the water reservoir (Ridley, 1993; Ridley et al., 2003; Take, 2003) . To reduce the number of crevices and 
0·8 Strain-gauged diaphragm 800~18 720 at 800 kPa a A maximum value of 2900 kPa was measured by Tarantino and Mongiovi (2002) using this HCT possible nucleation sites, it is necessary for the surfaces, which are in contact with water, to be as smooth as possible (Marinho and Chandler, 1994) . Ensuring clean surfaces within the measurement system and using clean and pure water (Henderson and Speedy, 1980) are the other important factors in minimising cavitation occurrence during suction measurements. The reduction in the number of potential cavitation nuclei can also be achieved by reducing the amount of free water in the water reservoir of the instrument (Marinho and Pinto, 1997; Ridley and Burland, 1993; Tarantino and Mongiovi, 2002) . From the high-speed photography analysis carried out to capture the cavitation mechanism in HCTs, Mendes and Buzzi (2013) observed the simultaneous growth of air bubbles from the water reservoir wall on the pressure sensor side and the ceramic wall during cavitation, suggesting the initiation of cavitation in both reservoir and ceramic filter. According to Mendes and Buzzi (2013) , cavitation occurrs when air bubbles (developed either in the ceramic or on the reservoir wall) reach the water reservoir. This means that the maximum suction can still be sustained even if some small air bubbles are formed within the porous ceramic. In other words, the small air bubbles, developed in either the ceramic filter or reservoir, can only collate to create an air cavity inside the water reservoir, as it has a larger volume than the ceramic filter (Lourenço, 2008) . Therefore, considering a smallsized reservoir with minimised numbers of crevices on its walls can significantly contribute to measurement of high suctions.
New design
A total of 12 tensiometers were fabricated at the University of Warwick. Figure 1 presents the schematic sketch of the Warwick tensiometer (WT) and its components. The new tensiometer has retained the main features of the tensiometer developed at the University of Trento (Tarantino and Mongiovi, 2002) . Modifications were introduced to the size of the water reservoir and the method used for smoothening the diaphragm's surface on the side that is in contact with water with the aim to minimise the presence of entrapped air bubbles. The tensiometer body was machined in the milling machine from one single cylindrical piece of AISI 304 stainless steel. The WT's diaphragm is 0·4 mm thick and has an internal diameter of 7 mm. The water reservoir has a diameter of 6 mm and a depth of 0·1 mm. In comparison to the Trento tensiometer, the reservoir is smaller in diameter which results in 17·5% reduction of the free water volume in the reservoir. During the removal of the last 0·1 mm of the diaphragm thickness, a refined milling pattern was considered in order to minimise the depth of the developed revolution ridges during machining. The surface roughness of the diaphragm on the water reservoir side was reduced using different metal-polishing and surface-coating techniques (explained in the next section of this paper).
The WTs benefit from a strain-gauged diaphragm as the pressure measurement system. A linear-type strain gauge was used, which is composed of radial and tangential strain gauges combined in a Wheatstone bridge to generate the highest sensitivity. Figure 2 presents a schematic diagram of the linear strain gauge and its internal circuit. The parameters e R and e T denote radial and tangential strains, respectively. The strain gauge was wired and bonded to the back of the diaphragm. Considering an output signal amplification (gain) of 500, the signal resolution was obtained as 0·3 mV that gave a resolution of 0·23 kPa to the instrument.
The WTs were also fitted with 1·5 MPa AEV porous ceramics, which were machined to the appropriate size and glued within the tensiometer's body. A gap of 0·05 mm was considered between the ceramic and the metal, and the adhesive was applied uniformly along the sides of the cylindrical ceramic. The AEV of the porous ceramics are typically considered as the nominal capacity of the tensiometers (Take and Bolton, 2003) .
Minimising diaphragm's surface roughness
In theory, the face-milling (FM) method, used for machining the diaphragm, should produce very flat surfaces. However, the microscopic inspection of the finished surfaces indicated the existence of deep revolution marks (see Figure 6 (a)), resulting from the motion of the cutter's end face over the metal surface. It was therefore essential to reduce the number and the depth of these revolution marks and provide a less rough surface with the minimum number of potential nucleation sites. Cavitation in high-capacity tensiometers: effect of water reservoir surface roughness Bagheri, Rezania and Mousavi Nezhad paste, pneumatic abrading wheels or grinders and electrodischarge machining (EDM) are used for surface finishing (Tsai et al., 2008) . These techniques are operationally straightforward and cost-efficient, but often involve human errors and the development of uneven polished surfaces due to the non-uniform force distribution during polishing. In order to improve the surface finish quality, non-conventional polishing techniques such as chemical polishing, electropolishing, abrasive flow polishing, abrasive jet machining, magnetic force polishing or a combination of mechanical and electropolishing methods have been proposed in the literature (Tsai et al., 2008; Wang et al., 1998; Yin and Shinmura, 2004) . These methods, despite producing an improved surface finish, normally involve extended machining costs and time, occasional surface damage and environmental pollution (Tsai et al. 2008) . The diversity of the available polishing methods makes it difficult to select one, given the feasibility and economic aspects of manufacturing HCTs. Therefore, in this work, a comparative study on the efficiency of the most common and cost-efficient metal-polishing methods -namely, SP and diamond paste abrasive (DP) -was carried out on dummy cylindrical stainless steel samples. Additionally, a new approach to minimise the diaphragm's surface roughness -namely, coating the surface with a thin microscopic layer of a hydrophilic material -is presented and discussed in the following subsections.
Silicon carbide abrasive paper A common method for polishing metallic surfaces is the use of abrasive papers. The workpieces are normally polished by abrasive papers with increasing grit starting from a low grit number (coarse abrasives) to a high grit number (fine abrasives). In this study, two dummy samples were polished using SP of from number 400 to 1200 grit. It is commonly agreed that SP with increasing grit can produce smooth diaphragm surfaces. However, the microscopic inspection of the polished samples in this study (see Figure 6 (b)) demonstrated that a significant amount of scratch marks was developed on the polished surfaces, which could potentially lead to the development of a considerable number of nucleation sites.
Diamond paste abrasive
In another attempt to obtain a smooth surface finish, two dummy samples were polished in the milling machine using DP. The samples were polished using DP with decreasing grades -that is, 14, 8, 6, 3, 1 and 0·1 µm. This method is generally accepted to produce an improved surface finish in comparison to the SP-polishing technique (see Figure 6 (c)).
Coating diaphragms with hydrophilic materials According to Jones et al. (1999) , the amount of air trapped in the crevices of the water reservoir depends on the geometry of the crevice as well as the advancing contact angle (q a ) of the liquid. The more a surface is hydrophobic (water repelling), the more is the possibility of air being trapped in its crevices due to the development of a higher q a at the solid-liquid interface. Conversely, the development of a lower q a at the solid-liquid interface of a less hydrophobic surface minimises the possibility of air entrapment in its crevices ( Figure 3 ).
There are two common methods for enhancing the hydrophilicity of surfaces: (a) deposition of a microscopic layer of a material more hydrophilic than the substrate and (b) modification of the chemistry of the substrate using, for example, plasma or X-ray treatments (Drelich et al., 2011) . In order to avoid the complexities associated with the latter method, in this study, the former method was applied for producing a smooth and waterattracting surface for the diaphragm inner walls. The deposition of a microscopic layer of a hydrophilic material, in most cases, can significantly reduce the surface roughness by filling the existing crevices on the substrate surface and, hence, decreasing porosities. An antifog (AF) agent, Triton X-100 surfactant and titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) materials were chosen to coat the samples. Several techniques including ink-jet printing, spin coating and sputtering are often used for the deposition of films of nanoparticles on substrates (Drelich et al., 2011) . Among these, the spin coating technique was found to be a more suitable method for coating the tensiometer diaphragms in the laboratory.
Antifog agent AF agents are hydrophilic materials used to prevent fog formation on the surfaces of optical devices such as eyeglasses and goggles. As explained by Chevallier et al. (2011) , the main concern in using highly hydrophilic AF coatings are that (a) their solubility in water which can significantly affect their long-term functionality and (b) their occasional poor adhesion to the substrates which is a function of physical interaction between the two materials. In recently developed AF agents, these problems Cavitation in high-capacity tensiometers: effect of water reservoir surface roughness Bagheri, Rezania and Mousavi Nezhad have been addressed by using cross-linking agents in the composition formulae (for further information, see Chevallier et al. (2011) ).
A microscopic layer of the AF agent was uniformly spread over the surface of the DP-polished samples using the spin coating method. The surface was then left for curing under vacuum at 95°C for a time duration of 6 h. The coated sample was then aged in deionised water for 24 h and under constant room temperature, then dried under ambient conditions. The thickness of the film was measured using profilometery (explained in the next section) and found to be on the order of 4 µm, which was thick enough to fill the valleys on the sample surface.
Triton X-100 surfactant Triton X-100 (or octylphenol ethoxylate) is a non-ionic surfactant with excellent wetting characteristics. Similar to the AF agent, the water-solubility characteristic of Triton is considered as its main drawback for being used in coating the tensiometer's diaphragm. However, a microscopic layer of this material is believed to develop relatively strong bonding with the substrate and, hence, remain undissolved for a longer period of time (Chevallier et al., 2011) . Similar to AF, the spin coating method was used for the deposition of Triton particles on the samples. The samples were then treated in a vacuum furnace under 240°C for 12 h in order to improve the bonding of the coating with the substrate.
Titanium dioxide
Titanium dioxide nanoparticles have been widely used in epoxy coatings to improve chemical resistance, corrosion resistance and the hydrophilicity of stainless steel substrates, given their high specific area and strong bonding properties to the metallic substrates (Conradi and Kocijan, 2016; Ohkoa et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2003) . A thin film of this coating material was deposited on the DP-polished stainless steel samples using the spin coating method. The samples were then treated in a vacuum furnace under 300°C for 16 h to improve the stability of the coating. The microscopic layer of the titanium dioxide coating was also found to decrease the surface roughness by filling the valleys on the polished surfaces (see Figure 5 (f)).
Surface roughness analysis
The analysis of the surface roughness obtained from polishing and coating methods was carried out using three distinctive methods, namely, surface metrology, microscopic inspection and contact angle measurement.
Surface metrology
The random irregularities developed during surface finishing processes, including milling, drilling and mechanical polishing, are known as surface texture or roughness (ISO/DIS 4287-1 (ISO, 1987) ). Various parameters including roughness or arithmetic average deviation from the mean line (R a ), root mean square value of roughness (R q ), maximum peak of roughness (R p ), maximum valley of roughness (R v ) and maximum peak-to-valley height (R t ) can be used for the characterisation of surface texture (Hasegawa et al., 1976) . Figure 4 presents a schematic definition of the surface texture parameters. For the measurement of these parameters, threedimensional (3D) surface metrology analysis was carried out on the dummy samples using a Bruker contour GT-K profiler. Table 2 . It must be noted that the surface texture parameters for the coated samples might have been slightly affected by the light refraction due to the transparency of the coating materials.
Microscopic inspection
A simple microscopic investigation using an optical microscope was carried out to evaluate the surface quality obtained from polishing and coating processes. Figure 6 presents the microscopic images of the finished surfaces. Also, present in Figure 6 are the microscopic images obtained from the profilometery analysis. It is clear from the images that the FM process creates deep revolution marks on the stainless steel surface, which are considered as potential nucleation sites ( Figure  6(a) ). The SP-polishing method significantly improved the surface finish quality, yet the development of shallow-depth revolution marks seems to be inevitable (Figure 6(b) ). The number of the revolution marks was significantly reduced on the DP-polished sample, proving the suitability of this technique for achieving very smooth surfaces (Figure 6(c) ). The microscopic images of the AF-coated sample (Figure 6(d) ), Triton-coated sample ( Figure  6 (e)) and titanium dioxide-coated sample (Figure 6(f) ) are slightly faded due to the viscosity and transparency of the coating materials, which cause light reflection. However, the microscopic layers of the hydrophilic coatings provide very smooth surfaces as can be seen in the profilometer images. It must be mentioned here 
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that the microscopic images of the titanium dioxide-coated sample present the distribution of the titanium nanoparticles on the surface. This should not be mistaken as the surface roughness of the sample (see Figure 5(f) ).
Contact angle
Surface roughness can influence materials' properties such as friction and wettability. Wettability is characterised by contact angle (q), which is defined as the developed angle at the solid-liquid interface of a liquid droplet deposited on a solid surface and in equilibrium with its vapour. The conventional range of contact angle for a well wetting surface is 0 < q < 90°. For materials with a contact angle range of 90°< q < 180°, the penetration (under gravity forces) of liquid into the rough surface asperities is restricted and gas bubbles can be entrapped in the existing crevices. This can result in the development of a discontinuous liquid-solid interface and an alternation of gas-liquid and solid-liquid interfaces (She and Sleep, 1998) . In the modified classification of hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces presented by Drelich et al. (2011) , a smooth solid surface is hydrophilic if q ≈ 0°, weakly hydrophilic if 0 < q < (56-65°), weakly hydrophobic if (56-65°) < q < 90°and hydrophobic if 90°< q £ 120°. Figure 7 schematically explains the role of hydrophilic coating in enhancing surface wettability and minimising the number of nucleation sites.
Contact angle measurements were carried out using a DataPhysics OCA 20 contact angle measurement apparatus. The common method of sessile drop (Drelich et al., 2011) was used to study wettability. The measurements for each sample were repeated three times, and representative apparent q values were reported based on averaging the obtained values. Prior to measurements, all samples were cleaned with ethanol in an ultrasonic bath and then oven-dried at 80°C. The whole measurement process was carried out under constant temperature of 21°C and ambient humidity. For each sample, water droplets of 1 ml volume were placed at three different points over the surface area. Figure 8 presents the results of contact angle measurements on the dummy samples. The measured contact angle on the FM sample (q = 74°) was lower than that of the SP sample (q = 81°), yet both were within the q range associated with weakly hydrophobic materials. Similarly, the DP sample exhibited a larger contact angle (q = 87°) than the SP sample with a q value close to the boundary between hydrophobic and weakly hydrophobic materials. In fact, the improvement of surface roughness by polishing the samples using DP and SP methods decreased the hydrophilicity of the treated surfaces. The development of waterrepelling characteristics in the polished surfaces may, in turn, offset the improvement in cavitation occurrence, achieved by reducing surface roughness. The AF coating significantly improved the surface affinity to water and lowered the equilibrium apparent contact angle to q = 41°. Further improvement in hydrophilicity was achieved from the Tritoncoated sample with average contact angle of q = 34°. Similarly, the titanium dioxide-coated sample offered a contact angle of q = 18°representing significantly improved wetting characteristics.
Experimental programme
In order to examine the effect of diaphragm surface roughness on the performance of the HCTs, several HCT prototypes were manufactured with different surface treatment techniques applied to their diaphragms. Table 3 presents the properties of these manufactured HCTs. In the following subsections, the processes Cavitation in high-capacity tensiometers: effect of water reservoir surface roughness Bagheri, Rezania and Mousavi Nezhad of the saturation and calibration of the developed HCTs, together with the experimental programme followed for examination of their performances, are discussed in detail.
Saturation and calibration
The HCTs were saturated in a purpose-built saturation chamber following the procedure explained by Tarantino (2002) . At the end of the saturation period, a simple examination was carried out to evaluate the success of the saturation process. First, a loading-unloading cycle was applied to the saturation chamber in steps of 100 kPa, and the HCT responses were monitored. Each loading (unloading) stage was maintained for 10 min so the sensors reach equilibrium with the applied pressure. All HCTs were found to respond immediately to the pressure change, and pressure equilibrium is established in less than 10 min for each loading (unloading) stage. According to Lourenço et al. (2006) , the instantaneous response of the HCT to change in pressure during prepressurisation can be considered as an index for adequate saturation. Furthermore, as stated by Tarantino (2002) , an adequately saturated tensiometer should reach pressure equilibrium within 1-2 h if immediately placed in free water by the end of saturation course; therefore, upon removing from the saturation chamber, the tensiometers were placed in free water, and the pressure changes were monitored. The residual pressure remaining in the sensors by the end of saturation course was found to vary between 39 and 12 kPa (Figure 9 ). Equilibrium was achieved in 70-85 min for all tensiometers, indicating their adequate saturation.
In principle, tensiometers should be calibrated in negative pressure range. However, due to the difficulties in applying high negative pressures in laboratories, the calibration of tensiometers is normally carried out in a positive range, and a linear extrapolation to the calibration equation is developed for the pressures in negative range. Although the linear extrapolation method does not seem to be an ideal method, it has been widely accepted and justified by other HCT developers and/or users (e.g. Lourenço et al., 2008; Tarantino, 2002) . In this study, the calibration of the tensiometers was performed in a positive range. A loading-unloading cycle was applied in steps of 100 kPa and up to 1·5 MPa, and the corresponding voltage outputs were recorded. A linear trend for both loading and unloading cycles was obtained from the calibration plots. The calibration error, being the difference between the applied pressure and the measured value from the calibration equation, remained at a low range of 0·25-0·33%.
Determination of maximum sustainable suction s max A set of experiments was performed to examine the performance of the WTs in terms of s max . For this set of experiments, the ceramic filter was wiped and allowed to dry off at ambient temperature (free evaporation test). Figure 10 presents the results Cavitation in high-capacity tensiometers: effect of water reservoir surface roughness Bagheri, Rezania and Mousavi Nezhad of free evaporation (FE) tests carried out on WT1, WT4, WT5, WT8, WT10 and WT11. As was expected, the tensiometer with FM diaphragm (WT1) cavitated at approximately 65% (−972 kPa) of its nominal capacity. A plausible explanation for cavitation mechanism in this case could be the development of air cavities in the reservoir due to the presence of a large number of gas nuclei entrapped in the crevices of the water reservoir walls. Tensiometers WT4 (SP-polished diaphragm) and WT5 (DP-polished diaphragm) cavitated, respectively, at 1809 and 1838 kPa suctions, values of up to 122% of the nominal capacity. Comparing these results with the performance of WT1 (FM diaphragm) validates the significance of having a smooth surface on the interior walls of the water reservoir to improve cavitation resistance and, hence, s max . As explained earlier, typically, the air cavities are initially formed in the ceramic disc. However, the development of air cavities in the water reservoir, in a faster rate than in the ceramic disc, is also contingent. It is hard, however, to comment on the predominant mechanism of cavitation for WT4 (SP diaphragm) and WT5 (DP diaphragm), as the free air bubbles may have been initially formed in the water reservoir. Finally, the response of the tensiometers with the AF-, Triton-and titanium dioxide-coated diaphragms showed greater resistance against cavitation when compared with other prototypes. These HCTs sustained suctions of 1906, 1900 and 2301 kPa, respectively. Identifying the contribution of diaphragms' surface smoothness in increasing the s max might still be premature when comparing the performance of the sensors with the AF-coated diaphragm, WT8, and the Triton-coated diaphragm, WT10 (s max values of up to 127% of the nominal capacity), with the performance of the polished-diaphragm HCTs. However, the role of the water reservoir surface roughness is clearer when under identical initial conditions (i.e. the degree of saturation of the ceramic discs); an s max value of 153% of the nominal capacity was recorded by the HCT with titanium dioxide-coated diaphragm (WT11).
Response to sudden pressure changes Cyclic evaporation (CE) tests were performed on the tensiometers to evaluate the sensors' capability in recording sudden changes in suction, as suggested by Guan and Fredlund (1997) , He et al. (2006) and Mancuso and Papa (2014) . The probes were subjected to cycles of free evaporation up to predetermined suctions and subsequently placed in contact with free water after each evaporation cycle and allowed for pressure recovery to atmospheric pressure. Figure 11(a) shows the results of CE tests on WT1 (FM diaphragm). WT1 was cavitated at 976 kPa and after ten evaporation cycles. It was observed that the HCTs with polished diaphragms exhibited relatively similar performances during CE tests (Figures 11(b) and 11(c) ). However, they recorded significantly lower values (about 300 kPa) of s max during CE tests than the FE tests. Similar results were obtained from HCTs with AF-and titanium dioxide-coated diaphragms ( Figures  11(d) and 11(f ) ). The HCT with the Triton-coated diaphragm (WT10) was, however, able to sustain a suction value very close to its observed s max in the FE test (Figure 11(e) ). A possible explanation for the underlying mechanism of cavitation during CE tests is that by applying cycles of negative pressure initially, microbubbles develop on the reservoir walls; subsequently, with increasing the number of cycles, the density of the microbubbles decreases (Bremond et al., 2005) , resulting in their detachment from the surface, forming free air cavities and, hence, facilitating cavitation at lower suctions than s max . Except WT1 (FM diaphragm), the other HCTs were cavitated at suctions above their nominal capacity. The presence of a fewer number of crevices on the reservoir walls results in the delayed interfusion of detached microbubbles into larger free air bubbles capable of forming discontinuities in the water reservoir. Furthermore, for HCTs with coated diaphragms, an additional tensile force is required to overcome the attractive forces exerted by the hydrophilic surfaces to the water molecules at the air-water interfaces of entrapped microbubbles, resulting in the elevation of cavitation threshold.
Another noteworthy observation was that after each cycle of cavitation to prespecified suctions, and upon placing the tensiometer in free water, the measurements did not return to zero value even if enough time was given for pressure equilibrium. After each cycle of cavitation, the sensors measured a small negative pressure, which was increased with increasing the number of cavitation cycles. A Cavitation in high-capacity tensiometers: effect of water reservoir surface roughness Bagheri, Rezania and Mousavi Nezhad possible explanation for this observation could be the development and enlargement of air cavities in the ceramic disc that prevent pressure equalisation between the water in the reservoir, which is under tension, and the free water at atmospheric pressure.
Evaluation of long-term stability of measurements and t max As mentioned earlier, one drawback of the HCTs is their inability to measure high suctions (>1 MPa) for long periods of time. To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed diaphragm-treatment methods for improving the long-term performance of the new HCTs, two sets of experiments -namely, constant suction tests and increasing suction tests -were carried out on reconstituted London Clay (LC) specimens prepared from one-dimensional consolidation of soil slurry. In constant suction tests, HCT measurements were carried out on soil samples air-dried to water contents corresponding approximately to suctions of 600 and 1000 kPa, based on the information obtained from the soil water retention curve. In increasing suction tests, HCT measurements were carried out on initially saturated specimens, which were exposed to the atmosphere and allowed to lose moisture at a relatively constant rate. Both sets of experiments were performed in a new unsaturated oedometer cell (Figure 12 ). The cell accommodates a 75 dia. mm cylindrical specimen that is 20 mm high. The special design of the loading cap allows for the installation of two HCTs on the specimen. A transparent nitrile membrane was used to seal the annular gap between the cell body and the loading cap. Prior to the experiments, the ultimate contact between the tensiometer ceramic disc and the specimen was ensured by covering the ceramic disc with some soil paste. The weight of the loading cap also contributes in providing ultimate contact between the HCT and the specimen. All experiments were conducted in a temperature-and humidity-controlled environment. Table 4 presents details of the long-term suction measurements on constant suction specimens. The equilibrium suction (s eq ) was determined when pressure changes were in the range of ±0·4 kPa. Cavitation in high-capacity tensiometers: effect of water reservoir surface roughness Bagheri, Rezania and Mousavi Nezhad
Constant suction tests
Figures 13(a) and 13(b) present the results of long-term suction measurements on specimens having approximately 600 kPa suction. WT1 (FM diaphragm) was able to sustain a suction of 579 kPa for a duration of only 38 h, at which it was cavitated. For this sensor, the possible mechanism of cavitation appears to be controlled by the development of air cavities at the diaphragm-water interface. The HCTs with polished diaphragms (WT4 and WT5) exhibited an improved performance and were able to sustain suctions of 582 and 570 kPa for durations of 303 and 309 h, respectively. For these two sensors, the mechanism of cavitation is unknown. However, minimising the presence of air bubbles in the water reservoir almost certainly played a significant role in prolonging the measurement durations, even if cavitation was first initiated in the water reservoir.
The performance of the AF-coated diaphragm (WT8) was also very similar to the polished-diaphragm HCTs, indicating the possibility of dissolution of the AF coating during the continuous use of this sensor and the application of cycles of cavitation and pressurisation. This tensiometer measured a suction of 575 kPa for a duration of 300 h. It must be mentioned here that after about 40 h of measuring constant suctions, WT4 (SP diaphragm), WT5 (DP diaphragm) and WT8 (AF-coated diaphragm) recorded an increasing rate of suction up to their tension breakdown. This could be due to leakage from the sealing membrane of oedometer cells A and B. The recorded pressure differences were, however, within the range 10-15 kPa, which is small enough not to have any significant impacts on the test results. The WT10 (Triton-coated diaphragm) and WT11 (titanium dioxide-coated diaphragm) tensiometers exhibited significantly improved performances with t max of 412 and 529 h, corresponding to 606 and 608 kPa suctions, respectively. This notably improved performance was believed to be due to (a) the minimised number of nucleation sites in the water reservoir and (b) the strong affinity of water molecules to the hydrophilic surfaces of the reservoir walls, which require higher tension and/or sustained tension duration to cause cavitation.
The performances of WTs in contact with specimens having approximately 1000 kPa suction are shown in Figures 13(c) and 13(d). WT1 (FM diaphragm) cavitated after only 1 h and before reaching equilibrium with the specimen's pore water tension. The pressure equilibrium between the HCT and the specimen is typically achieved in about 10 min (Wijaya and Leong, 2016) ; in this case, the delayed apparent equilibrium was believed to be due to high water content in the soil paste applied to the ceramic disc of the HCTs. WT4 (SP diaphragm) and WT5 (DP diaphragm) were able to record suctions of 977 and 971 kPa for a time period of 268 and 262 h, respectively. Once again, the performance of WT8 (AF-coated diaphragm) was found to be very similar to the polished-diaphragm HCTs. Finally, WT10 (Triton-coated diaphragm) and WT11 (titanium dioxide-coated diaphragm) showed remarkable records of measuring suctions of 991 and 996 kPa for durations of 360 and 475 h, respectively. Under higher suctions, the expansion of air cavities at the diaphragm-water interface and inside the ceramic disc was accelerated, leading to lower t max values. Considering t max values obtained from WT4 (SP diaphragm) as the reference, the improvements achieved from Triton-and titanium dioxide-coating methods were in the range 134-177% for both sets of experiments carried out. Figure 12 . A new oedometer cell for testing unsaturated soil specimens
The HCTs with hydrophilic-coated diaphragms were also used in long-term consolidation tests on LC specimens having suctions of around 200 kPa. The HCTs were able to measure the constant suction of 200 kPa for a duration of 37 d without being cavitated. At the end of the tests, free evaporation tests were carried out on the tensiometers ( Figure 14) . As seen in the figure, the HCTs were able to record higher s max values than those obtained prior to the long-term tests (shown in Figure 10(b) ). This response could be attributed to pore clogging in the ceramic discs due to prolonged contact with a very fine-grained clayey soil that resulted in a decreased porosity of the ceramic disc and consequently increased its AEV. Based on these results, the development of gas bubbles in the ceramic filter can be considered as the possible predominant cavitation mechanism in the new HCTs.
Increasing suction tests Figure 15 shows the recorded suction changes with time on continuously drying specimens. As expected, WT1 (FM diaphragm) was only able to record the evolution of suction for 18 h and cavitated at 954 kPa. It is more likely that cavitation was first initiated in the water reservoir with the rough surface, rather than in the ceramic disc, although a definite conclusion cannot be drawn. Comparing the performance of this sensor with WT4 and WT5 that had polished diaphragms and cavitated at suctions of 1610 and 1672 kPa, after 24 and 27 h, respectively, confirms the important role of the diaphragm surface smoothness in improving the cavitation threshold and delaying its occurrence. WT8 (AF-coated diaphragm) showed very similar performance to WT5, with s max = 1693 kPa and t max = 28 h, further recognising the likelihood of the AF microlayer dissolution into the water during the long-term use of the HCT. WT10 (Triton-coated diaphragm) cavitated at 1763 kPa and after 32 h, whereas WT11 (titanium dioxide-coated diaphragm) recorded a tension breakdown of 2104 kPa after 28 h of continuous measurement of increasing suction. The significant differences in s max and t max values recorded by WT10 and WT11 placed on the same specimen may be attributed to the possible differences in evaporation rate at the contact area of the two HCTs and the specimen. A possible reason for the lower s max values observed in this set of experiments can be due to the effect of air diffusion into the ceramic filter during the course of air drying, facilitating cavitation in HCTs.
Conclusions
In this study, the effect of surface roughness of the water reservoir walls on the performance of a newly designed HCT was examined. From the findings, the following conclusions can be drawn.
■ The mechanism of cavitation in tensiometers is indeed influenced by the surface roughness of the water reservoir.
Smoother and more water-attractive surfaces in the water reservoir can significantly reduce the number of entrapped gas bubbles and nucleation sites, hence increasing the cavitation threshold in HCTs. ■ While the HCT with FM diaphragm was only capable of measuring suctions up to 65% of its nominal capacity, the surface-polishing techniques resulted in an increase of s max values of up to 122% of the nominal capacity. Furthermore, AF and Triton coatings and titanium dioxide coating increased the s max to 127 and 153% of the nominal capacity, respectively. ■ Considering the t max values obtained from the SP-polished HCT as the reference, the improvements achieved from Triton-and titanium dioxide-coating methods were in the range of 134-177%. ■ The mechanical surface-polishing methods reduce the hydrophilicity of the diaphragms and may hence offset the improvement achieved by reducing the surface roughness. This effect is more highlighted during long-term measurements of constant high suctions. ■ The titanium dioxide hydrophilic coating appears to be promising in improving the s max and t max values of the HCTs. Its strong bonding properties to the substrate also counterbalances for potential issues caused by the dissolution or detachment of the coating layer and, hence, guarantees the long-term functionality of the HCT. ■ Further works are to be done for the evaluation of the longterm stability and adhesion of hydrophilic coatings to the diaphragms of the HCTs. Cavitation in high-capacity tensiometers: effect of water reservoir surface roughness Bagheri, Rezania and Mousavi Nezhad
